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The wiring parameters known for the cortex, and its assumed synaptic strength, are both in accordance with the existence of such a network in a way that ensures a secured flow of I N T R O D U C T I O N activity. However, the actual existence of SFCs needs an explicit confirmation. It generally is accepted that mechanisms of neural coding
The model offers a testable prediction: if cortical SFCs are based on the spatiotemporal organization of cortical acexist, simultaneous recording of several cells may provide tivity. However, the appropriate resolution both in space and few cells that are part of different pools composing one in time for such a description is not yet clear. The present work tests the idea that cortical activity is carried in a net-chain. In such a case, every time the chain is activated, the participating cells will fire spikes in a sequential manner. The temporal spacing between the spikes will correspond to the relative location of the parent cells along the chain. Such a sequence of spikes is termed a precise firing sequence (PFS).
Several studies, which pursued the SFC model using a dedicated algorithm (Abeles and Gerstein 1988) , detected PFSs in cortical activity of the frontal lobe (Abeles et al. 1993; Villa and Fuster 1992) and in the auditory thalamus (Villa and Abeles 1990) . Most frequently PFSs found in these studies were composed of spikes of a single unit. Hence it was concluded that the SFC model is not a pure feedforward model but contains feedback connections, creating a reverberatory circuit in which activity, once triggered, can sustain itself for a long period of time. However, these studies were criticized on the basis that neither study established a robust correlation between the precise firing sequences that were found and the behavior of the animal (Shadlen and Newsome 1994) . To test the model while paying special attention to its behavioral relevance, recordings were made in areas located in the frontal cortex of awake behaving monkeys. This part of the cortex was selected on the basis of its documented integrative function (Butter and Synder 1972; Damasio 1979; Fuster 1989; Goldman-Rakic 1988; Mishkin 1964; Nauta 1971) . It was shown to be involved in planning of movement using ''working memory'' information, self-initiated movements (Fuster 1991) , and divergent thinking skills that require the selection of one solution out of many to a given problem (Milner and Petrides 1984) . This area includes cells that are engaged actively in delayedresponse tasks (Weinrich and Wise 1982; Weinrich et al. 1984; Wise and Mauritz 1985) , delayed-alternation tasks FIG . 1. Behavioral paradigms. A: schematic illustration of the sequence (Goldman and Rosvold 1970) , and preparation for move-of events and signals that composed the delayed response paradigm. Trial ment (Passingham 1988 (Passingham , 1993 .
was initiated when the monkey pressed the central key, an event that triggered the onset of a red light ( Ready) . After a pre-cue period of 3-6 s, a light (Visual-Cue) was turned on for 200 ms from either a left or a right M E T H O D S target key. After a delay period of 1-32 s, a Go signal was given to the monkey. According to the behavioral mode, the monkey either had to touch Behavioral paradigm the target key (in the Go mode) or hold its hand on the central key (in the No-Go mode). Correct performance was reinforced by a reward. After the Two 3-4 kg female rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were performance of 4 correct trials in a given mode, a switching mode signal trained to perform a delayed-response paradigm, and one of them arrived, instructing the monkey to switch the behavioral mode either to Go additionally was trained to perform a puzzle box opening paradigm. or to No-Go, depending on the current mode. B: examples of 2 of the 9 boxes that were used in the puzzle box opening paradigm. Each box had DELAYED-RESPONSE ( DR ) PARADIGM. The monkey initiated a a unique opening configuration (the arrows in the figure indicate the specific DR trial by pressing a central Ready key (Fig. 1A) , an event that opening mechanism of the illustrated boxes). External surfaces of all boxes triggered the onset of a central red light (Ready signal). After were identical in texture. C: schematic illustration of the event sequences 3-6 s, a 200-ms visual cue was delivered, in either the left or the composing the puzzle box opening paradigm. Box was presented to the right visual field. After a delay period of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 s monkey (Serve), which tried to open it (Touch). After the box was opened (Open), the monkey ate the reward inside (Eat), and then the box was (selected at random), the Ready light was dimmed. This signal removed (Remove) . No time restrictions were applied in these trials.
(Go signal) instructed the monkey to respond within a given reaction time (RT õ 0.6 s) by touching the key from which the cue was emitted. The allowed movement time also was limited to 0.6 different, nonoverlapping, intervals of correct trials: pre-cue Go or s. Correct responses (both temporally and spatially) were reinNo-Go: the period from the Ready light to the visual cue in the forced by a drop of juice (Reward) . Such a sequence of events, Go (or No-Go) mode; Go delay left or right: the period from the from the Ready light onset, until the reward was given (or earlier left (right) visual cue to the Go signal in the Go mode; and Noin the case of an incorrect performance) was a trial in a Go mode.
Go delay left or right: the period from the left (right) visual cue The monkey also was trained to perform trials in a No-Go mode.
to the Go signal in the No-Go mode. In this mode, the sequence of events was the same as in the Go Note that during the six intervals, the monkey's behavior is mode, but after the Go signal, the monkey had to hold its hand on identical (resting its palm on the central key), whereas the behavthe central key for 1.2 s. A set of lights, which were turned on for ioral context of these intervals is different. 3-4 s, instructed the monkey to switch modes (Go to No-Go or No-Go to Go). This signal was given after the monkey performed PUZZLE BOX ( PB ) PARADIGM. Nine boxes, identical in shape but having different opening mechanisms (Fig. 1B) were used. The four correct trials in each mode. Recording sessions at this paradigm typically lasted 3-4 h. For data analysis, we defined six external faces of the boxes were etched in a grid manner, to avoid J222-7 / 9k28$$my45 05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys tactile recognition of the opening strategy. A box was selected randomly and presented to the monkey, which had to open it to obtain the reward inside (a piece of apple). The sequence of events along a trial is shown in Fig. 1C . Two intervals of the trials were used for analysis: pre-trial: the period before box presentation and trial: the period starting at box presentation until box opening. The monkey sat in a soundproof, dimmed room, and its behavior was monitored and recorded through an infrared video camera. The events during a trial were keyed manually into a computer. Recording sessions at this paradigm lasted Ç2 h.
Surgery
After the monkeys were trained fully, surgery was performed in aseptic conditions. Anesthesia was induced by ketamin injection (8 mg/kg im), followed by doses of sodium pentobarbital (accumulative amount of 30 mg/kg iv). The skull above the frontal lobe was exposed, and a hole was trephined. Stainless steel recording chambers were centered over the superior limb of the Arcuate sulcus of either one or both hemispheres. The chambers were ce-
Illustration of a precise firing sequence (PFS). Spike trains of mented in place with dental acrylic. A metal rod was attached to 3 different units are shown. PFS is defined by its unit composition (here the occipital bone to enable fixation of the monkey's head during S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 ) and the time interval between these units (here t 1 and t 2 ). the recording sessions. Two Ag-AgCl cup-electrodes were im-Spikes in the figure are presented as rectangles. Among the 3 spikes that planted in the orbital bone to measure horizontal eye movements constitute the PFS (), other, nonrelated, spikes may appear (ø). of the monkey. After recovery and retraining sessions, recording were started. All treatments and maintenance of the monkey adhered to the regulations of the Hebrew University. 1989; Palm et al. 1988 ) for the joint-peristimulus time histogram (JPSTH) method. However, here instead of using a stimulus as a trigger event, we used a spike emitted by the ''trigger'' unit as a
Data acquisition setup
trigger event. The next step is to locate those bins (i.e., PFSs) in Recordings were made using an array of six glass-coated tung-the matrix at which the counts were significantly above chance sten microelectrodes (impedance of 0.5-1.5 MV, measured at 1 level. For this, we had to compute a matrix of the expected counts. kHz). The electrodes were arranged in a circular array, with one An explicit formulation of the algorithm to compute the expected electrode located in the center of this circle. The distance between matrix is given in the APPENDIX . In short, this computation took neighboring electrodes was 500 mm with a maximal distance of into account the pairwise correlation and the firing rate of the 1,000 mm. The electrodes were advanced either together or individ-participating units. Having both the correlation matrix and the ually by remote-controlled microdrives. Spike-sorting devices en-expected count matrix, the probability of obtaining the observed abled recording of°16 single units simultaneously. Spiking times counts in each bin was computed, assuming that the statistic of the (sampled at 1-ms resolution), Electrooculogram and behavioral counts in each bin obeys Poisson distribution. The case where events were all digitized and stored in files for further analysis. t 1 Å t 2 (i.e., the bins along the main diagonal) was ignored for reasons described later on (see APPENDI X ). For each such correlation matrix, the probability per bin was used to determine which
Data analysis
of its bins deviates significantly from the expected counts. Previously, an algorithm was developed for a global search for After recording neural activity from two monkeys, suitable data PFSs of any complexity (i.e., number of participating spikes) for further analysis were selected. In total, 40 recording sessions (Abeles and Gerstein 1988) . Here we use a more restricted search-were obtained from the first monkey (B) and 92 from the second ing algorithm based on the following definition of PFSs: a PFS is monkey (C). For analysis, sessions were selected to fulfill several made by three spikes and two intervals. It is defined by its unit criteria: 1) stationarity of the data across trials. Stimulus-locked composition (i.e., the units that fired the spikes composing the modulations of rate were not taken as signs for nonstationarity. 2) PFS) and the time delays between its spikes. Figure 2 schematically Large number of units in a given recording session. This point illustrates one PFS; a spike is fired by unit S 1 , then after t 1 ms, a emerges from the basic model, which describes a network organizaspike is fired by unit S 2 , and after t 2 ms (t 2 ú t 1 ) after the first tion, and thus units' interactions are of extreme interest. Sessions spike, a spike is fired by unit S 3 . This precise firing sequence is with at least four isolated units were taken for analysis. 3) Welldesignated according to the following convention isolated units were preferred (57 of the 127 units), although units that represent a mixture of activity of several single units (usually
2-3 units) were taken for analysis as well. And 4) cells with relatively high firing rates were preferred to enhance the robustness Note that additional spikes (of any neuron, including the participating units) may appear within the intervals (t 1 , t 2 ), as schematically of the statistical test carried out while searching for PFSs. In most of the cases, such cells demonstrated behaviorally locked modulaillustrated in Fig. 2 . According to this definition, S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 could represent spikes of different units or the same unit. tion of firing rates, which made them more likely candidates for active participation in local network processes. The first stage in the search for PFSs is constructing a threefold correlation matrix for each triplet of units (1 ''trigger'' unit and Altogether 25 sessions fulfilled these criteria (9 DR sessions and 5 PB sessions from monkey B and 11 DR sessions from monkey 2 ''reference'' units). In this matrix, each bin stands for a pair of delays between spikes of the three units. The matrix is computed C). For each triplet of units, a threefold correlation matrix was computed separately for each of the behavioral interval (6 for DR, with a bin size B, and a total length of T, and hence contains N 2 , [N Å (T/B)] bins. This concept of correlation matrix was devel-and 2 for PB, as described above). The time window used for the search (T ) was 450 ms, and the bin size (B) was 3 ms. Such a oped previously by Palm, Aertsen, and Gerstein (Aertsen et al. generated by units that exhibited coherent firing. As different studies reported that nearby units are more likely to be correHistology lated in their firing (Eggermont 1992; , At the completion of the experiments, the monkeys were euthan-the algorithm then may lead to a similar bias against PFSs ized with an overdose of pentobarbital (100 mg/kg) and perfused that are composed of spikes from neighboring cells.
transcardially with normal saline, followed by 4% formaldehyde. The brains then were blocked, frozen, sectioned in the parasagittal plane, and stained with cresyl violet. Recording sites were recon- taken from each of these PFSs. Following our definition of PFSs, t 1 was taken in case of ( S i , S j , S) , t 2 0 t 1 in case Unit composition of PFSs of ( S , S i , S j ) , and t 2 in case of ( S i , S , S j ) , as the approThe PFSs that were found in the data were divided, based priate time intervals between the spike of S j and the spike on their unit composition, into three different types (Fig. of S i . The unit pairs { S i , S j } either contained spikes fired 3): 3-U PFS composed of spikes emitted by three different by the same unit ( SU pairs where i Å j ) or by two different units (Fig. 3A) ; 2-U PFS composed of spikes emitted by units. Note that SU pairs, are not synonymous with 1-U two different units (Fig. 3B) ; and 1-U PFS composed of PFSs, as they are found both in 1-U and 2-U PFSs. All three spikes emitted by one unit (Fig. 3C ). Note that in the by all we had 326 pairs of units ( of 492 possible pairs of figure, the appearance of the PFS spikes as sharp vertical recorded units ) that participated in at least one PFS. Of lines is an inevitable outcome of having plotted only those them, 207 pairs defined ¢10 PFS intervals ( e.g., a pair cases of a match between the intraspike intervals and the of units which took part in 10 different PFSs was included precise timing criteria of the requested template (i.e., the in this group ) . This definition considers only the number PFS). The proportion of each of the three different PFS of different PFS intervals the pair is part of, regardless types was computed for each recording session. Then the the number of repetition of each single PFS. These 207 average proportions across different recording sessions, as pairs were used for further analysis. well as the weighted-average (obtained by weighing the sin-
gle day proportions by the total number of PFSs found at For each group of group of intervals (of the 207 groups), that day) were computed ( Fig. 3) . Most of the PFSs three intervals were computed: the minimal value, the mean (Ç76%) were 2-U or 3-U, namely, at least two units particivalue, and the maximal value. pated in their composition. This suggests that a network Minimal interval distribution. The resulting distribution phenomenon underlie the production of the PFSs. However had a long (right) tail distribution with a median of 10 ms. 67% of the PFSs were 1-U or 2-U, where the same unit took This means that for many unit pairs, at least one case (i.e., part at least twice in the same PFS. This is consistent with one PFS) of tight synchrony was found. previous results (Abeles et al. 1993) .
Mean interval. This distribution was symmetric and conWhen examining the different PFSs that were found (igcentrated around an average value of 200 ms. noring the number of repetitions of each single PFS), no
Maximal interval. The distribution of the maximal values significant correlation was found between the number of was again skewed, but this time having a left tail. The median PFSs in which a given unit took part and the unit's firing value was 436 ms, where 25.6% of the pairs had the maximal rate. Nor did we find a significant correlation between the interval (448 ms) allowed by the parameters used in the tendency of two units to take part in the same PFS and the distance, the strength of coherence in firing, or the rate of search for PFSs.
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FIG . 3. Examples of PFS types.
A: a 3-unit (3-U) PFS õ5,2,6;31,52ú composed of spikes fired by 3 different units; B: a 2-U PFS õ1,4,4;55, 148ú composed of spikes fired by two different units; C: a 1-U PFS (õ13,13,13; 208,313ú), composed of spikes emitted by a single unit. Each of the PFSs in these examples was found in the PFS searching process as a significant event. Then a research for their occurrences was carried out through all the data. Each piece of data, containing the appropriate PFS, was aligned so that the 1st spike of the PFS would be at time 0. Vertical straight line at time 0 is composed of the 1st spikes of the PFS. Observed jitter of the 2nd and 3rd spike columns reflects the allowed {1 jitter in the PFS searching process. Numbers under each of the type names indicates relative proportion of PFS types. For each of the types, both the mean proportion per session and the weighted mean (numbers inside parenthesis) are given. Mean proportion was computed by first computing the percentages of the 3 types in each session and then averaging across sessions. Weighted mean was computed by first pooling together all the PFSs (of all sessions) and then computing the percentages.
RELATION BETWEEN PFSS AND PERIODIC OSCILLATIONS. To PFSs of all the recording days showed no tendency of any interval to be dominant. It should be mentioned that in all the trace any signs of neuronal rhythmic activity, we analyzed the distribution of intervals found for SU pairs. Usually these data (including the 25 currently analyzed sessions), 3.8% of cells were found to demonstrate clear oscillatory activity in the histograms were too sparse for computing their power spectra; therefore they were checked manually and found to contain no range of 1-2 Hz. This frequency is not expected to be reflected in the structure of PFSs with a maximal time window of 450 traces of oscillations in terms of peaks located around intervals of a specific frequency and its harmonics. Furthermore, the ms. We thus conclude that the PFSs in our data are not related to single unit oscillatory activity. global distribution of the intervals (t 1 , t 2 ), computed for all the 
The subtraction emphasizes sharp peaks in the histogram (similar to applying a low-pass filter) and therefore, high CV values are expected for histogram with sharp peaks, whereas flat (or slowly varying) histograms are expected to have low CV values. Indeed in Fig. 4 , the flat histogram ( Fig. 4A ) has a low CV value (0.84), whereas the ''peaky'' histogram ( Fig. 4B ) has a high CV value (10.48). The distribution of the CV values that were computed for the 207 different histograms is given in Fig. 4C . The distribution does not decay smoothly with increased CV values. Rather there are excess counts for CV values ú4. Accordingly we defined two types of histograms: flat histograms, which contained no dominant intervals (CV õ 2), and peaky histograms, which had one or few dominant intervals (CV ú 4).
Of the 207 histograms, 89 were flat (CV õ 2) and 61 were peaky (CV ú 4).
Of the 207 pairs, 40 were SU pairs and the rest (167 pairs) were made of spikes emitted by two different units. In the latter group, 33 pairs were ''unidirectional.'' These were pairs at which the same unit order always was preserved (S i r S j ), having no intervals of the mirror order (S j r S i ).
TEMPORAL PRECISION OF PFSS. A way to approach this issue is to evaluate the extent to which PFSs appear as temporally isolated events. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 , which presents two extreme alternatives. The first is a case where PFSs ride on top of elevated ''hills'' in the threefold correlation matrix. These hills correspond to slowly varying rate modulations or higher order correlations. In the alternative situation, PFSs 
The relationships between PFSs and their surroundings
In A (the intervals between units 13 and 11), the resulted histogram is were studied in the count-expected matrices. There, for each ''flat'' and its coefficient of variation (CV) value is low (0.84). In B PFS bin, we defined a set of six square shaped belts (of 1 (intervals between units 5 and 12), the histogram is ''peaky'' and its CV binwidth) around it (Fig. 5C ). Each belt was identified by value is high (10.45). In C, the overall distribution of CV values is plotted.
It can be seen that the distribution does not decay monotonically at large its distance from the central bin (i.e., the PFS). In case of CV values but rather has an excess of counts for CV values ú4. Two alternative A in Fig. 5 , it is expected to find a general de-dashed vertical lines represent the thresholds selected for defining flat and crease of values as we go further away from the central bin, peaky histograms. reflecting the presumed hills on top of which the PFSs are riding. Such a decrease will be manifested in a significant negative slope of the regression line computed between the value of the bins around a PFS, and their distance from it.
If alternative B is the correct one, then the regression line J222-7 / 9k28$$my45 05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys ships between PFSs (which include a fraction of the spikes emitted by any given unit) and the entire spike trains. This approach is useful in extracting information about where along the spike train PFSs appear. To study these relationships, the PFSs, which were detected as significantly repeating events in any of the six behavioral segments, were used as templates. Approximate ({1 ms) matches to these templates were searched all over the data. Then for each unit, all the spikes emitted by this unit, which were part of any PFSs, were marked as PFS spikes. Three spike trains were defined for each unit: all the spikes of the unit, PFS spikes [which were part of (any) PFSs], and Non-PFS spikes (which were not part of any PFS). Accordingly, for any pair of units (a trigger unit and a reference unit), three cross-correlation functions were computed using one of the above three groups as trigger events, and all the spikes of a reference unit. Figure 6 shows an example of three such functions, computed for one neuronal pair. When taking as trigger events only PFS spikes (dark gray line), there is a clear, central, double-sided peak, reflecting a tendency of the reference cell to increase its firing rate around the time of PFS spikes of the trigger unit. How- FIG . 5. Illustration presenting 2 alternatives for the temporal preciseness ever, when taking all the spikes of the trigger unit as trigger of PFSs. The figure illustrates a cross section through a row (or a column or a diagonal) in a counts-expected correlation matrix. Stepwise plot repreevents (black line), the correlation function is almost flat, sents the bins of the matrix. q, PFSs. A: case where PFSs are the tips of reflecting independence in the firing between the complete ''hills'' of counts excess. These hills have moderate slopes. In this case, spike trains of the two units. When using as triggers nonthe exact location of the threshold determines which bins will be considered PFS spikes (light-gray line), the cross-correlation function as PFSs. Accordingly, the PFSs are part of a much slower phenomenon.
consists of a central, double sided, trough, reflecting an antic-B: different case, where the PFSs are isolated peaks. In this case, the PFS bins outstand from their surroundings, being much higher than the orrelation in firing between these spike trains. This is a qualibackground level. Therefore, the exact threshold value has no crucial impact tative change in the interunit relationships. This analysis was on the PFSs definition, and the PFSs represent a phenomenon of a fast time conducted for 320 pairs made of two different units. Of The change in all cases was that hills, found when taking PFS spikes, disappeared or reversed when taking non-PFS should be flat. The analysis, carried over all the recording spikes as triggers. This indicates that PFSs appear in periods sessions, yielded zero slopes in all but one case [in this of coherently elevated firing rates. A result in the same spirit case, negative outliers in the matrix yielded a negative slope; was reported already by Vaadia et al. (1995) . This result removal of these outliers, based on their leverage coefficient (Sokal and Rohlf 1981) , resulted again in a 0 slope]. As this study extended°21 ms from the central bin, it indicates that PFSs do not ride on locally elevated hills at that range.
Second, in addition to the PFS bins themselves, which were (as expected) significantly different from the background level, the bins composing the first belt around the PFSs also tended to be elevated compared with the background level (although they were still much lower than the PFS itself). A similar result was reported in a previous study (Abeles et al. 1993) . Such a behavior is expected from a phenomenon of a temporal precision in the same order of magnitude as the bin size. Thus the ''arbitrary'' binning of the data (as done for generating the interval matrix) leads to extra counts at bins adjacent to the PFS bins.
As a control test, the same approach was applied on selected sets of random bins (pseudo-PFSs), arbitrarily de- FIG . 6. PFSs associated cross-correlation functions. For each pair of fined in these matrices. The results then were compared with units, 3 correlation functions were computed, based on the selection of those found for real PFSs. None of the above phenomena trigger spikes: all the spikes of the trigger unit (black histogram); only was found for the pseudo-PFS bins.
those spikes that were part of PFSs (dark gray histogram); and only those spikes that did not take part in any PFS (light gray histogram). All the spikes of the reference unit were considered for all 3 histograms. It can be
Relationships between PFSs and the spike trains
seen that although for group 1 (middle), the correlation histogram is almost So far we focused on the properties of unit composition flat, it has a pronounced central peak for group 2 (top), and a central trough for group 3 (bottom).
and temporal structure of PFSs. Next we studied the relation-J222-7 / 9k28$$my45 05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys was found despite the fact that firing rate and coherency a singular composition and temporal structure which carry specific information. The second approach focuses on the were not found as a strong influence on the actual statistical definition of PFSs. The difference is that here not only the spikes that compose the PFSs, leaving aside the detailed temporal structure they create. According to this approach, PFSs identity is considered but also their number of repetitions. In general, we found that when searching the data for the PFSs mark spikes from the whole spike train that are more likely to be involved in behaviorally related network PFS templates (the templates of those PFSs that previously were found as significantly repeating events), the resulted activity. This dual approach mainly reflects our uncertainty about the cortical mechanism which underlies PFSs. Thus it matches often were associated with periods of elevated firing rates. However, there was no one-to-one relationship be-is not clear whether each PFS should be treated individually or all of them can be pooled together. tween the two phenomena: we found many cases where excess of PFSs appeared without rate modulations and peri-PFSS AS UNITARY EVENTS. The correlation between single ods of rate modulations with no PFSs.
PFS and the animal's behavior was quantified by measuring the tendency of each PFS to appear in different behavioral segments. As most of the PFSs did not appear in all the PFSs and behavior trials performed in the recording session at which the PFSs were defined, we pooled together all the trials. Then for each The correlation between PFSs and the animal's behavior is of a major interest. Existence of such correlation is crucial PFS, we listed the number of its occurrence in each of the six intervals of the DR paradigm (described in METHODS ). to support the hypothesis that PFSs are related to internal representation and cortical information processing. The This list was termed the ''behavioral profile'' of the PFS and was used to estimate the correlation between single PFSs study of the correlation between PFSs and the animal's behavior was carried out using two different approaches: the and behavior (similarly to the use of PSTH). The expected behavioral profile was computed based on the null assumpfirst approach views the PFSs as unitary events in time with FIG . 7. Behavioral profiles of PFSs. A and B: examples of PFSs with correlation to behavior. Each graph ( q ) shows the number of times that a given PFS occurred in each of the 6 behavioral intervals. Intervals were pre-cue period in Go mode (PG) and No-Go mode (PN), delay period after left-or rightdirected visual cue in the GO mode (GDL or GDR) and delay period after left-or rightdirected visual cue in the No-Go mode (NDL or NDR). Expected counts (r -r and ᭺ ) were computed using the assumption of uniform rate of the PFS along the recording session. Different expected values in different intervals result from difference in total recording time among these intervals. In A, the PFS õ7,9,7; 88,109ú tends to accumulate in the pre-cue GO period, whereas in B the PFS õ8,12,12; 31,193ú tends to accumulate in the delay period, Go mode after visual cue coming from the right. In both cases, the counts were found to significantly deviate from the expected (P õ 0.01). Presentation of the behavioral profile and its expectation might be somewhat misleading. A continuous line plot was used, as it helps in comparing the actual counts to the expected values. C and D: 2 examples that demonstrate the differential behavioral profiles of PFSs. Each example contains 2 behavioral profiles of PFSs that share the same unit composition but have a different temporal structure. Each pair of profiles were shown (using a x 2 test) to be significantly different. Each chart presents the delay period of a single trial. All 3 trials included a 32-s delay period in the No-Go mode. X axis is time from the visual cue. Y axis is a random value set between zero and full scale, which was used to ''spread'' the plot at this axis. Each dot represents a single PFS. In this case, we considered all the PFSs that were found in the trial. Occurrence time associated with each PFS is the appearance time of its 1st spike. Sequential number of the trial, and the total number of PFS it contained (N) are given for each plot. In all 3 trials, there is a clear tendency of PFSs to cluster and not to appear uniformly along the trial. When summing all the charts plotted for a given recording day (considering only those trials that contained 32 s of a delay period and sorting the trials according the behavioral mode), we got 2 PST histograms ( B). Difference between these histograms and the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH), commonly used for evaluating unit response, is that instead of counting the spikes, we counted occurrence of PFSs (represented by the time of the 1st spike of the PFS). Left: was computed for GO mode trials; right: computed for No-Go mode trials. There were many more PFSs in the No-Go mode, and these had a clear tendency to cluster. tion of constant rate of PFS appearance across intervals. In both cases, the behavioral profiles significantly deviated from the expected. Such PFSs were considered to have a Thus the expected counts for the ith PFS, in the interval m was termed E i (m), and defined as correlation with the animal's behavior. On average, 54.76% (weighted 2 average 59.62%) of the PFSs (n Å 7842) had
a behavioral profile significantly deviating from the expected profile (P õ 0.01). Note that while computing the expected where N i is the total number of repetitions of the ith PFS, behavioral profile, the changes in firing rate of the units were T m is the overall recording time during the interval m, and ignored. To test the possibility that correlation to behavior T is the total recording time of all intervals (i.e., T Å T 1 / is a byproduct of firing rate modulations, we examined the rrr / T 6 ). similarity of behavioral profiles computed for different PFSs The deviation of the behavioral profile from the ''expected profile'' was measured using a x 2 test. , and the periods of when the monkey was actively touching the box, trying to open it (Touch). This trace goes upward, whenever the monkey touched the box. This figure contains the complete spike train (CST) of each unit, whereas B contains the reduced spike train (RST) of the same units. Relation of spike-activity to box touching is clearer when examining the RST (B) than when examining the CST (A). C-F: raster displays and PSTH of 2 single units (recorded in a different session than the unit in A and B): unit 8 (C and D) and unit 6 (E and F). Both units were recorded in the puzzle box opening paradigm. Activity is aligned on the time of touching the box. Figure compares between the CST (C and E) and the RST (D and F) of the 2 units. For both units, the degree of modulation (DM) around the trigger event is higher for the RST than for the CST. Note, however, that for unit 6 there is dissociation between the firing rate modulation (the CST in E) and the PFS spikes modulation (the RST in F).
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05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys sharing the same unit composition (and hence differ only in sured the extent of the stimulus-locked rate modulations of any given unit. This measure was evaluated for the complete their temporal structure). For example, Fig. 7C shows the behavioral profile of two PFSs. Both PFSs share the same spikes train (CST) of the unit, and compared with the value obtained for the corresponding reduced spike train (RST), unit composition, õ1,11,1ú, and differ in their temporal structure (dt 1 Å 172 ms, dt 2 Å 214 ms for the first PFS and which contained only those spikes that took part in PFSs.
The motivation for this is best explained by the following dt 1 Å 196 ms, dt 2 Å 223 ms for the second PFS). The examples. behavioral profiles of these two PFSs were very different: Figure 9 , A and B, shows a single trial taken from the whereas the first PFS tended to occur more often in the No-PB paradigm. The top traces show the activity of seven Go mode after a visual cue from the right, the second PFS single units recorded simultaneously during the perfortended to appear in the No-Go mode after a visual cue from mance of this trial. The Touch trace encodes the events the left. The difference in the profiles was tested using a x 2 of touching and releasing the box while attempting to open test and was found to be statistically significant (P õ 0.01).
it. Whenever the touch line goes up, it means the monkey This phenomenon was quantified in the following way: at was touching the box. Very little modulation of the firing each session, all the different PFSs that had the same unit rate can be seen in relation to the touch / release act of the composition (where the units appeared in the same order) monkey. However, when plotting only those spikes that were pooled together. Then for each such group of PFSs, a participated in any PFS during this trial, the correlation x 2 test was carried out to measure the similarity of behavbetween this subset of spikes ( RST ) and the behavior is ioral profiles among its members. The test was conducted much more obvious. A similar phenomenon can be seen for all the pairwise permutations of PFSs of any given group also when pooling trials together ( Fig. 9, C and F ) . The [i.e., for a group that includes N different PFSs of the same trigger event for these raster plots is the time when the unit composition, a total of N(N 0 1)/2 tests were carried monkey was touching the box. A PSTH is plotted at the out]. The average number of tests per session was 29,376.7.
top of each of the raster displays. The CST and RST of Of this, an average value of 18.96% (weighted average of two neurons ( units 6 and 8 ) are shown. For unit 8 ( Fig.  24 .61%) pairs demonstrated a significant differential behav-9, C and D ) , the ratio between the level of activity after ior, namely contained two PFSs that were different in their the trigger and its level before the trigger is higher in the behavioral preference. This indicates that not only the unit RST histogram ( Fig. 9 D ) than in the CST histogram ( Fig.  composition determines the behavioral specificity of the 9C ) . This is an example of enhancement of responsePFSs but also the temporal structure of selected spikes fired locked rate modulations. For unit 6 ( Fig. 9 , E and F ) , the by a given set of neurons has a role in determining this CST shows a moderate reduction in firing rate after the specificity.
trigger. However, the RST demonstrates an increased level Examination of the specific occurrence time of PFSs along of firing around the trigger. This is an example of dissociasingle trials revealed that PFSs tended to appear in clusters.
tion between the characteristics of the unit rate modulaThis phenomenon is demonstrated in Fig. 8 . Figure 8A pretion, and the behavior of a certain subset of spikes emitted sents the onset times of PFSs along the delay period (beby this unit: the spikes that are part of PFSs. It can be tween the visual cue and the go signal) of three different seen further that the fraction of spikes, which composes single trials. All the PFSs that were found during this period the RST, of the total spike train changes in different periwere considered. It can be seen that the PFSs were not evenly ods along the trial. This indicates that the modulation of distributed but appeared in clusters. The clusters were not locked to the stimulus, as in each trial they may appear in different times but their frequency of appearance was similar across trials. The clusters showed correlation with behavior as can be seen in Fig. 8B . In the figure, while clusters can be observed clearly in the No-Go mode, they are much less frequent in the Go mode. The clusters could not be explained by the PSTH of the participating units. It was found that although the PSTH of all the PFSs in the No-Go mode shows very marked peaks (Fig. 8B) , the combined-units PSTH, obtained by superimposing all the spike trains (i.e., summing the raw spike trains and then computing the PSTH of the resulted combined spike train), was almost flat. Raising the combined-units PSTH to the third power (as the search for PFSs requests existence of 3 spikes within a given time window and thus the probability of this event is proportional to the multiplication of the 3 corresponding rate functions) produced peaky histograms. However, the peaks in this PSTH did not match the peaks of the PFSs PSTH. The PFSs clustering phenomenon was found in all the recording index, DM ii . Index was computed for 121 cases where responses were sessions, of the two behavioral paradigms (i.e., DR and PB). observed for both the reduced and the complete spike trains. This index was defined as the ratio between the DM of the RST and the DM of the REDUCED SPIKE TRAIN. To study the possible special sig-CST. In 14 cases, the ratio was slightly lower than 1 (with mean of 0.91), whereas for the rest of the cases, this improvement index was ú1.
nificance of those spikes that participated in PFSs, we mea-J222-7 / 9k28$$my45 05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys the RST is larger than the firing rate modulation. To test RST is better compared with the DM for the CST. When this value is õ1, the opposite is true. The DM ii was comwhether the modulation of the RST is not only larger but also more specific in its relation to the behavior, the puted for 121 cases, which fitted the above criteria ( Fig.  10 ) . Of these, in 14 cases the index was õ1 ( although stimulus-locked d egree of modulation ( DM ) of the RST was compared with the DM of the CST in the follow-only slightly with an average 0.91 ) , pointing to cases where the RST did worse. For the remaining 107 cases, ing way.
The PSTH around the four different types of visual cues the index was ú1 ( the PFSs had a better DM ) . The average DM ratio was 2.22 ( median 1.4 ) and was found to be (GO/No-Go, left/right) was plotted for both the CST and the RST. In cases where response existed in both histograms, significantly different from 1 ( t-test, P Ӷ 0.001 ) . Thus for the majority of cases, using only those spikes that the onset and offset of the response were defined using the PSTH of the CST. The background level (either at the pre-are part of PFSs improved the DM. This supports the assumption that the modulation of the RST is behaviorally cue period, or, if the rate modulated in the pre-cue period, after the cue, when the response to the cue returned to back-more specific than the modulation of the CST. The RST also was used to study the correlation between PFSs and ground level) was determined as well. The maximal DM for each signal was computed by dividing the maximal signal behavior on a single trial basis ( in contrast to the previous response value by its mean background level. Then the test where data were averaged across trials to yield the DM improvement index (DM ii ) was defined as the ratio of PSTH of the units ) . In this way, it was possible to estimate the DM computed for the RST and the DM computed for the variability among trials which are presumably identithe CST cal in their behavioral context. The motivation for this analysis is presented in Fig. 11 . The figure shows a differ-
ence between the pre-cue period of trials that occurred after switching from No-Go to Go mode, and the rest of An improvement index ú1 indicates that the DM of the FIG . 11. Single trial activity in the pre-cue Go period of a single cell. Each row in this figure shows activity from the Ready signal to the visual cue. Duration of this period was selected randomly from the range of 3-6 s, and therefore the rows are unequal in length. Top: activity recorded during the 1st trials that were performed after the switching mode signal was given. Bottom: activity during the remaining (non-first) trials. When plotting all the spikes of the neuron (A), a tendency to an elevated activity during the 1st trials can be observed. Difference in activity between 1st trials and the rest of the trials is more pronounced when plotting only those spikes of the unit that were part of any PFS found at that day ( B). In C, we plotted those spikes of the unit that were not part of any PFSs (namely the spikes that remain after deleting the spikes of B from A). In this case, no clear difference can be observed between 1st and other trials.
05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys TABLE 1. Designing of one-way ANOVA tests between pair the trials in the Go mode; The firing rate of the unit is different in these two sets of trials. This difference is more of trial groups pronounced for the RST ( Fig. 11 B ) pre-cue period of the first trials in the GO mode and the * Each group contained trials from either the pre-cue or delay period, second containing the firing rates computed for single trisharing a common feature (e.g., behavioral mode, direction of a visual cue, als in the pre-cue period of other trials in the GO mode. etc.). † Each group of trials was divided into two subgroups based on a The results of the test done using the RST were compared secondary feature. The two groups then were tested using one-way analysis with the results obtained when using the CST. Two exam-of variance (ANOVA) test. ples of this analysis are shown in Fig. 12 . Figure 12 , A and B, present the distribution of two rate populations: practically overlapped. However, when computing them one was computed during the pre-cue periods of first trials for the RST ( Fig. 12 B ) , there is a clear separation between ( ) and the second during the pre-cue period of the the two distributions. We designed eight one-way ANremaining trials ( ---). When computing these distribu-OVA tests, 3 each testing the ability to distinguish between tions for the CST ( Fig. 12 A ) , the two rate distributions two related behavioral modes. The behavioral modes and the tests are listed in Table 1 . These tests were done for each recording session, and the results varied considerably between sessions, and behavioral intervals. For all ( n Å 54 ) except one unit, there was at least one case ( average of 3.6 cases ) of the eight conducted tests at which the RST yielded an improvement, and for one unit, the RST provided a better separation in all eight tests. This means that the RST improvement of separation was behaviorally specific. This can be seen in Fig. 12 , C and D, plotted for the same unit as in Fig. 12 , A and B, but now instead of comparing ability to distinguish between first and other trials, the test was the ability to distinguish between precue Go trials ( ) and pre-cue No-Go trials ( ---) . Here, in contrast to the previous case ( Fig. 12, A and  B ) , the usage of the RST firing rate provides a poorer discrimination. This result further challenges the idea that PFSs are the mere byproduct of firing rate modulation. If indeed the RST represents only some polynomial function of the CST, then the RST is expected to improve any separation already achieved by the rate function ( i.e., the CST ) . However, the behavioral specificity of the improvement counters this argument.
D I S C U S S I O N
This study presents a search for precise spatiotemporal events in cortical spike trains to test the hypothesis that  FIG . 12. A comparison between the RST and the CST based on single cortical activity is governed by a successive synchronous trial activity. Ability to separate 2 populations of pre-cue intervals was activation of neuronal groups as suggested by the SFC tested. Average firing rate in the pre-cue period of individual trials was model. The results indicate that PFSs are found frequently computed and taken as a random variable. In A and B, we plotted the 2 in cortical activity. Further, quantitative analysis of their distributions of the rates in the 1st trials in each block of trials (First, properties and their relation to the animal behavior suggests ) and the other (Others, ---) trials in the block. A: distribution of rates for the CST; B: distribution of rates for the RST. Difference between that PFSs reflect processes of neural computations. These the 2 distributions is more pronounced for the RST than for the CST (at results support and extend previous reports of precise tempowhich no statistically significant difference could be found). A similar analysis, for the same unit, was done in C and D, but this time the rates 3 Initially, a two-way ANOVA test was used, but it usually yielded sigwere grouped according to the mode: Go ( ) vs. No-Go ( ---). Note that here both for the CST ( C) and the RST (D), the difference between nificant interactions between the rows and the columns. Therefore a oneway ANOVA test was used instead between each of the four possible pairs the two distributions is small although it is clearer for the CST than for the RST.
of subpopulations.
J222-7 / 9k28$$my45 05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys ral firing patterns in various regions of the brain (Eckhorn interunit intra-PFS intervals), while the membrane time constants are in the range of 8-20 ms (Douglas et al. 1988; Gray and Singer 1989; Gray et al. 1989 Gray et al. , 1992 , and further emphasize the importance of temporal structure Shadlen and Newsome 1994), and the effect of events is expected to vanish after two to three time constants. Last it of neural activity, as an additional coding dimension beyond the neuronal rate modulations that were taken by many as is hard to imagine that a neuron can intrinsically ''remember'' a given spike for a delay of hundreds of milliseconds the only relevant information source. The abundance of PFSs was reflected not only in their high frequency but also in and then fire a second, precisely timed, spike while between these two spikes, the very same cell fires other, nonrelated the considerable fraction of spikes (of a given neuron) that were part of PFSs. It was reported previously (Abeles et al. spikes. The fact that most PFSs found in this study were generated by spikes of more than one unit casts further 1993), and confirmed in our results (data not shown), that the fraction of PFS spikes is variable along the trial and doubts on this explanation.
The second alternative we considered is superpositioning could reach°100% of the spike train in periods of response.
of periods of regular firing across different neurons. This alternative relies on the documented evidence showing that PFSs and behavior most pyramidal neurons in cortical slices fire regularly The results show that PFSs are correlated with the ani- (McCormick et al. 1985) and produce intrinsic oscillations mal's behavior. This correlation was in many cases either (Amitay 1994; Lopes de Silva 1991) in vitro. Accordingly, stronger than that of the rate modulation (Figs. 9, C and D, PFSs may be interpreted as an outcome of temporal overlap and 12) or could not be predicted from it (Fig. 9, E and F) . of such periods across different cells. This alternative is in This was true both when treating a PFS as a singular event conflict with the activity transfer suggested by the SFC (Fig. 7) as well as when pooling together the PFSs and model as the source of PFS. Although a direct test is needed focusing on a reduced version of the spike trains that in-to evaluate the relative merits of the two models, the results cludes only those spikes that were part of PFSs (Fig. 11) . of this work posed some questions regarding the option of It was shown previously that coherency in firing between superpositioning. units Roelfsema et al. 1994 ) and the 1) One would expect that such a mechanism will mostly temporal dynamic of this coherency (Vaadia et al. 1995 ) generate 1-U PFSs (i.e., made by spikes of a single unit), can be correlated with perception and behavior even when whereas this was not the case (Fig. 3) . the firing rate of these units is not correlated. Our results
2) There was no excess of intervals in the range 15-100 support the above conclusion that interaction between units ms, which is the corresponding period to the observed in may convey additional information beyond the one carried vitro oscillations, which were in the frequency range of 10-by the single neuron firing rate. In addition, our analysis 60 Hz (Amitay 1994; Llinas et al. 1991; Nunez et al. 1992) . suggests that during a given epoch, some spikes in the train 3) About a third of the pairs of units creating PFSs were are more informative than other spikes. Similar indications ''unidirectional,'' i.e., their spikes appeared in PFSs in one were provided by analysis of bursts in spike trains (Bair et order only. Such behavior is not predicted by the superposial. 1994; Legendy and Salcman 1985) . Here we have further tion model. shown that different spikes fired by a single neuron could 4) Even in the case of two spikes in a PFS, emitted by a have different behavioral significance. This could be inferred single unit (i.e., SU pair), other spikes of the same unit from the fact that different PFSs with the same unit composi-were found in between the PFS's spikes (e.g., Fig. 3C ). tion did not always have the same behavioral profile (Fig.  5 ) In 1-U PFSs (where all 3 spikes were fired by 1 unit), 7, C and D). This means that not only the unit identity of the regular firing pattern would have been evident, but we the PFSs determines their behavioral profiles but also their found no structure in the firing interval within 1-U PFSs. fine temporal structure. This offers an additional mechanism
We therefore conclude that it is not very likely that the for a neural code, which is richer than mere rate code. Ac-PFSs represent intracellular or single cell mechanisms, and cordingly, the spike train of a unit can be subdivided into suggest instead that network interactions generate these components, each relating to a different behavioral context. events. The subdivision is achieved by the temporal structure created by the individual spikes. The information supplied by the Are PFSs a byproduct of (coherent) rate modulations? temporal structure, in addition to the unit identity, enriches the coding capacity of the neurons. In such a scheme, single Special efforts were made here to prevent defining events cells do not code one unique function but have a dynamic that reflect rate and coherence modulation as PFSs. Both coding capacity.
the searching algorithm, which corrected for the pairwise correlation among the units, and the actual search for PFSs, which was conducted for each segment of the behavior sepaAre PFSs the outcome of single cell properties?
rately, contributed to this effort. Indeed there were cases of cells that fired vigorously and/or exhibited high degree of The results described here do not support the hypothesis that PFSs are the result of single cell properties. We analyzed correlation in firing with other cells but did not create PFSs.
When searching again for occurrence of PFSs in the data, the this possibility by focusing on two kinds of mechanisms: dendritic processes and regular firing. According to the first matches that were found often were associated with elevated rates. However, these were not one-to-one relationships alternative, PFSs are generated by slow dendritic processes (Barlow 1996) . This is unlikely as it is hard to account for (Figs. 7, C and D, 8, and 9, A, B, E, and F) . In addition, when looking on a finer temporal scale, the resulting PFSs a precision of {1 ms after a pause of 200 ms (the average J222-7 / 9k28$$my45 05-12-98 12:59:14 neupa LP-Neurophys were shown to be temporally isolated events in the count-the jitter within the spike volley that arrives at each link is short and stable along the SFC (see Gewaltig et al. 1996 for expected matrix, namely they were not the outcome of rapid rate modulations (e.g., bursts). a detailed theoretical discussion). The fact that the intervals between a unit pair were either uniformly distributed (Fig. The time locking within PFSs was more precise than their time locking to behavioral events. This means that PFSs are 4A) or tended to accumulate within a limited number of different intervals (Fig. 4B) can be interpreted as an indicanot a byproduct of strongly locked responses across different cells. Furthermore, such a trivial relationship between firing tion for two extreme modes of reverberating activity: simple mode, characterized by a limited number of activity routes rate and PFSs would yield similar behavioral profiles for PFSs with the same unit composition. However this is not and therefore only a few possible intervals between units that are part of PFSs (peaky interval histogram); and comthe case. We also found that the RST may provide information which was not found using the CST (Fig. 12, A and plex mode, characterized by many different routes of activity in the network and thus many different intervals between a B). The additional information was mode specific (Fig. 12,  C and D) . We therefore conclude (as was previously sug-pair of units (flat interval histogram). The existence of a complex mode of activity may reflect interaction between gested (Abeles et al. 1993 ) that PFSs are not a byproduct of rate modulations although these are related phenomena. different chains, serving for tasks such as binding (Bienenstock 1995) . In any case, for the SFC model PFSs are not a coding Reverberatory SFCs as a source for PFSs entity in a way that requires the brain to measure intervals. PFSs serve as a method to learn about the characteristics of The finding of PFSs in the data lead to the study of the agreement between these events and the SFC model. The the local network. For the brain itself, it is the synchronous transmission mode in the local network that is of importance. original SFC (Abeles 1982b ) model was a pure feedforward model. However, the fact that a single neuron usually tended This means that there is no need for any specific readout mechanism tuned to decode the PFSs' intervals into external to take part in many different PFSs while most of the PFSs were made of spikes of more than a single unit (Fig. 3) , cues or internal states. The chains themselves are sensitive to sequences of firing configurations and thus serve as their suggested that the mechanism underlying PFSs is a reverberatory SFC network. In such a network, a single cell can own readout mechanism. The results of this study are therefore in agreement with the SFC model, although they cannot participate in different links of the same or different chains (Abeles et al. 1993; Bienenstock 1995; Herman et al. 1995) . disprove other alternative models. The data, however, call for an emphasis on the temporal structure of the spike trains Activity propagates through groups of cells based on synchronous transmission. These groups can be bound together as an information-carrying dimension of brain activity.
The question of the necessity and usage of a complex to create a more complex network characterized by a rich variety of trajectories, which then may lead to a large number delicate temporal coding in the cortex is still open. Many claimed that the rate function of the single neuron serves as of different PFSs, as indeed was found in this study. The reverberatory nature of the circuitry is further demonstrated a reliable source of information that can account fully for animal performances (Barlow 1994; Newsome et al. 1989 ; in our results by the existence of PFS bursts. Accordingly, a set of bursts reflects a sequential activation of modules Shadlen and Newsome 1994). On the other hand, others pointed out the necessity and richness of temporal coding (sets of links in the chain), whereas each burst represents sustained activity within a module. (Bienenstock 1995; Hopfield 1996; Von der Malsburg 1985) . It should be pointed out that the SFCs provide both The temporal characteristics of the PFSs may shed some light on the extent of the underlying network. Note, however, elevation of firing rate of single neurons, and specific sequences of firing constellation (as described by MacGregor that in reverberatory circuits the time span of PFSs may be misleading, as it is not clear how many loops of activity 1991). Therefore, temporal coding does not necessarily replace rate coding or any other type of coding but may be traverse through the network while generating a single PFS. The mean interval between two units (200 ms) is a much considered as an additional carrier of information. In such a scheme, some brain systems may readout just the elevation larger value than the monosynaptic transmission time, which is Ç2-10 ms (Bullier and Henry 1979 ; Ferster and Lind-of firing rates, whereas others may exploit the specific information provided by the precise spatiotemporal firing sestrom 1983; Martin and Whitteridge 1984) . This means that the observed time intervals of PFSs encompass many succes-quences generated by the SFCs. sive events of interlink transmission of activity volley. It is the limited and dilute sampling as well as the bias against A P P E N D I X short intervals that was imposed by the searching algorithm This section presents the algorithm used for detecting PFSs in that are the sources of the relatively long average interval. the data.
These temporal parameters of PFSs raise the question of the ability of SFC to maintain a few-millisecond level of preciStage 1: computing the counts matrix sion while activity traverses through tens of links in view of the expected accumulation of temporal error. The theoretical
The detection of PFSs is based on the threefold correlation maaspects of this issue were studied (Diesman et al. 1996 ; trix of each unit triplet. This triplet correlation among the units was Herman et al. 1995) , and the ability of neurons to fire pre-represented by a count matrix C zxy :{c (i, j ) }. This matrix contained in cisely timed spikes when the appropriate excitation is pro-its {i, j } cell the number of times in which the sequence (z, x, y, vided was demonstrated in vitro (Mainen and Sejnowski j) occurred, where z, x, and y are the names of the trigger unit and the two reference units, respectively, and i and j are the quantized 1995). According to these studies, it is safe to assume that 
matrix was based on the null hypothesis that the only processes governing the accumulation of counts in the matrix are the firing
rates and the pairwise correlation in firing between the units. The computation of the expected bin count was done in two steps. The first step took into account only the contribution of the
pairwise correlations between the trigger unit and each of the reference units, namely z r x and z r y. These correlation-predictors The last equality is based on Eq. A1. As cr i is still unknown, were designated as rearranging these equations yields its value 
Each bin (i or j) contains the counts of the total number of times the reference cell fired at that delay after the trigger unit fired a spike. Assuming there were no interactions beyond the pairwise As a conservative measure, only positive values of the cr i were correlation of z to x and z to y, the expected counts in a bin should considered (i.e., those that increase the expected value as computed have been in the first stage). Negative values were set to zero.
Once the estimation of the correlation factor along the diagonal e (i, j) Å c zy (i ) n t 1 c zx (j) n t 1 n t was obtained (cr i ), Eq. A3 was used to calculate e (i , j ) .
Stage 3: computing the probability matrix
We assumed that the counting process within each bin {i, j} is where C zx and C zy are given in counts and n t is the number of
Poisson. This assumption is based on the fact that at every time triggers found for z. After obtaining the expected matrix E:{e (i,j) } step (1 ms in our data), we looked for combined events of a spike which is the XY-corrected matrix, the contribution of the correlafired by unit z, a spike of unit x, fired at a delay of i 1 B and also tion between the two reference units (i.e., x } y) remained and a spike of unit y fired at a delay of j 1 B. This combined event manifested as diagonal bands of counts excess. This was corrected has a very low probability, but we look for it repeatedly great in a second step. The second step of computation was carried out many times (Ç10 6 trials for 1,000 s of recording). However, the to obtain the global expected matrix E:{e (i,j) }, in which all the assumption that the counting process is Poisson does not imply pairwise correlations are corrected for. Here we shall describe this that the spike trains themselves are Poisson. Under the assumption process for one triangular half of the matrix. Generalization to the of Poisson counting, the probability of finding c (i , j ) counts or more, other half of the matrix is trivial. The bins in the main diagonal given an expected value of e (i , j ) is given by were ignored in this analysis, as the counts there could have been the outcome of positive correlation of y r x as well as x r y. An c(i, j) delay from a spike fired by x (i.e., x r y). For the ith diagonal, Next we had to determine in which of the bins of the matrix the which contained the following set of n i bins counts were significantly higher than the expected level. Three {c ( j, j /i ) Éi, j √ [0, . . . . , N), i / j õ N} factors were taken into account: the probability level of the single bin in the matrix, the size of the matrix, and the distribution of it was assumed that the average counts should be equal to the significant bins throughout the matrix. The searching algorithm average expected was designed to detect groups of PFSs that are aligned along columns, rows, or diagonals (in both directions) of the matrix. The
search for such PFSs layout is based on the observation that often Any deviation from this equality was interpreted as a contribu-3 units generated several significant PFSs. These PFSs tended to tion of the correlation C xy . The contribution was assumed to be share common intervals (t 1 , t 2 , or t 2 -t 1 ). Alignment of this kind is constant along each diagonal but presumably different for different expected in a case where PFSs represent fragments of a more diagonals. The average count along the ith diagonal was complex temporal structure. In such a case, different repetitions of the same complex pattern will yield different triplets, sharing several common intervals.
At each probability level, p i , we first counted for each row the value n r pi , which is the number of bins in the ith row with a probability lower than p i . The expected number of such bins per The contribution of the C xy correlation at each bin along the ith diagonal ( j, i / j) was dependent on the number of triggering single row was e Å Np i (as there are N bins in a row). The probability per row (p r ) for having this number of bins was comspikes of unit x, which is in fact the counts at C zx ( j) , and the average correlation strength per spike of C xy after a delay i, desig-puted assuming Poisson distribution.
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Next, the probability of the rows was tested, starting from a 14: 2870-2892, 1994. cutoff level of p õ 0.01. This time, for each probability level MIT Press, 1994, p. 415-435. all the rows that were significant at a p j level were revisited, and BARLOW, H. Intraneuronal information processing, directional selectivity
